Is there arsenic in
your drinking water?
Even at very low levels, the consumption of arsenic has been scientifically linked to many
degenerative diseases and to the three deadliest forms of cancer. But you can’t see arsenic… You can’t
smell arsenic… You can’t taste arsenic.
The Environmental Protection Agency or EPA has issued regulations requiring municipal water
systems to reduce arsenic. Until now, however, private well owners have been left on their own!
Not anymore. Now there is a complete system for homeowners that will end your concerns about
arsenic, permanently.

npXtra — assuring arsenic elimination for
the entire home.
The npXtra is a sophisticated engineered system, and a
lot more, too. It is a complete whole house program that
provides the extra level of assurance you need for your
total peace of mind.
Why a program?
Because only a total, comprehensive solution can truly
take care of all the details so all concerns are handled —
sampling, performance testing, technical support, and
even disposal.
But there’s more good news! Because npXtra is a whole
house program, all the water in your household is treated
— not just one faucet. With npXtra, you can drink from
any tap, water your garden, swim in your pool or take a
shower without any concerns.

What’s included in the program?
• A state-of-the-art professionally engineered system that
is fully instrumented and features two columns for builtin backup.
• The peace of mind of npAssure™— initial and follow up
arsenic testing at the SolmeteX lab — so you know for
sure that the system is working.
• Removal and environmentally responsible disposal of
arsenic laden residuals.
• Telephone and web support to answer any question.
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How does the npXtra eliminate arsenic?
The npXtra system is based on the use of an advanced, NSF/ANSI 61- certified and approved resin, impregnated with
nanoparticles of iron oxide. This resin iron oxide efficiently and safely binds arsenic, providing outstanding performance.
This advanced resin never needs backwashing, providing you several advantages... No connection to sewer or septic is
required… Your system is always in service… No wasted water… Installation is easy... And, the hardware is simpler and
more reliable.

Other frequently asked questions
How do I know the system is working?
The npAssure sample kit is sent directly to you when your
installer sends in the warrantee registration. Following
easy to follow instructions, you simply fill three sample
bottles and return them via pre-paid, pre-addressed return
label. Since your well water chemistry will fluctuate, we
monitor continued performance by sending an npAssure
sample kit to you as needed during system operation.
Who does the testing?
Using state-of –the-art technology, our expert staff chemists
will perform analysis and provide you with a full report.
Why does the npXtra system have two columns?
We have engineered it that way to provide you extra
confidence. When the testing program shows that the first
column is exhausted, the second column is still protecting
your drinking water.

What happens when the first column needs to be changed?
You simply replace it with a preloaded column; no mess,
no worries. The spent column is sent back to us, and
we take care of the appropriate disposal. There are no
residuals for you to handle.
Who makes npXtra?
npXtra is developed and supported by SolmeteX, a US
company that’s a world leader in water treatment technologies. SolmeteX has years of successful experience providing
advanced and economical solutions for consumer, municipal
and industrial users. When you see “SolmeteX at the core,”
you know you have removal technology at its best.
Where can I get npXtra?
Ask your local water treatment professional, your plumber
or your well drilling company expert about npXtra, or
contact SolmeteX for a dealer in your area.
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